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success.
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65 employees 

working in 5 offices

Active in 11
countries, speaking 8
languages

Top 50 company with 

3 Markie awards

Supporting companies 
across the globe on 
Customer Engagement

250+ years of 
marketing & sales 
experience

1.000+
campaigns

45
countries reached

Engagement
Factory
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Why do we need 
to innovate?

CHAPTER 1



1.0 Steam power
2.0 Mass production
3.0 Computerisation
4.0 Digitalisation & Automation

Source: Jan Barscht, Leadapreneur

Industrial Revolutions



Nokia Market Share

History is littered
with losers



Nokia Market Share

History is littered
with losers

Blockbuster shareholders 
c.2007



Poll: Can you name the winners

Steam power =

Mass production =

Computerisation =

Digitalisation =
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Poll: Can you name the winners

Steam power =

Mass production =

Computerisation =

Digitalisation =

Great Britain

Ford

Microsoft

Netflix



Welcome to
Industry 5.0





US online first-time 
buyers up 43%

Source: Emarsys

People are 
going online



Only

20%
Will maintain 
there travel 
habits

Source: GWI Coronavirus findings April 2020



Globally,
6% will immediately return to outdoor venues
4% will immediately return to indoor venues
9% will immediately return to shops

Source: GWI Coronavirus findings April 2020



Source: Accenture



Poll: How long will consumer behaviour 
take to get back to normal?



Everyone is 
different



Consumers may 
change forever





Source:  jamesclear.com



Human
5.0 Localised Virtual Health-

conscious

Hyper-
connected

Availability 
driven

Polarised



Human 5.0 in the wild...



The revolution is starting









Source: McKinsey







We’re all playing 
catch up





The one certainty:
Things will change

And so will our customer



It’s never been more 
Important to listen to 
and learn from 
your customer





Where does marketing fit



Digital Transformation

Customer Insights

Agility







Slide about scaleTest Learn Change





How can we 
innovate?
The strategic perspective

CHAPTER 2a















Systematic process for innovation
Design Thinking



Define

Empathise 

AKA Get to know your customer



Empathise
Get to know your customer

Review 
insights

Create (or 
update) 

personas
Talk to 

customers
Map their
customer 
journey



Empathy Map





Map your
Customer journey



Define

AKA What are you
trying to solve?



The 
5 Why’s 
Model



How 
Might 
We?

Source: medium.com



How 
Might 
We?

Source: medium.com

Ideate

No idea is a
bad idea!





Prioritisation Map



Tips for
remote collaboration



Poll: What kind of virtual worker are you?

a)  Head down, work work work
b)  Camera shy
c)  To the point
d)  There for the drinks







How can we innovate?
The tactical perspective

CHAPTER 2b



96% of customers say they receive 
mistargeted messages or 
promotions. ¹

Orchestrated
experience.

¹ Blue Consumer Research Survey.

96



“It is not the 
strongest nor most 
intelligent species 
that survives, but the 
one most adaptable 
to change.”
– Charles Darwin

Technology offers a lot of opportunities
and challenges that go with it.



Click-throughs up 21%.
8.5% Increase in email-attributed sales.
Source: Accenture



Email Do’s & 
Don’ts.

Please do:
• Provide specific updates

• Provide information about online or alternative options

• Tailor your language to the situation

• Direct people to your website



Email Do’s & 
Don’ts.

Please don’t
• Don’t send emails for the sake of it

• Use this as a way to re engage

• This is a pandemic, don’t make light of the situation



Avoid Covid-19 oversaturation.
It is our advice that only discuss Covid 19 unless it is a necessity and that the 

audience requires the information, we are being saturated by the topic.

News, social media, advertising.



Don’t fatigue your audience.
Many of us are operating from a place of fear as we navigate this new period in 

history. Sending out a high volume of emails undermines your status by conveying to 
your target that your organization is fearful of losing their business.



Understanding experiences differ.
Like all of your other email marketing campaigns, segmentation is key, don’t 

blanket message not everyone will share the same experiences when it comes to 
Covid-19. Lastly, make sure drip campaigns, subscription confirmations, and other 

auto-send emails are appropriate as well, tailor if and when needed.



1. Is there a good reason to comment on the crisis?

2. Does the crisis affect how our customers use our 
product/service?

3. Who should receive this email?

4. When should they receive it?

5. What is our follow up response?

How to respond?



Hello Lottie

I wanted to get in touch as I know that Mother’s Day can be 
a very sensitive time for some of us. So if you don’t want us 
to send you any Mother’s Day reminders this month, we 
won’t. Just let us know by opting out here.

Then we’ll do the rest.

And don’t worry, if you opt out we’ll still keep you updated 
with everything else, like normal.

Best wishes,
Lucy

Lucy Evans | Customer Experience Manager

Empathy.



The response.



What we can notice in consumer content consumption:

• Over 50% are watching more streaming services.

• 45% are spending more time on messaging 
services.

• Almost 45% are devoting more time to social 
media.

• Almost 15% say they are creating and uploading 
videos.

• Spain, Brazil and Italy are ahead for increased 
gaming (40% +)

The changing habits.





What can companies do to increase 
social engagement in a pandemic?
Resonate with your followers.



“Half the money I 
spend on advertising 
is wasted; the 
trouble is I don’t 
know which half.
– John Wanamaker



Testing is the key!



The testing framework.

Empathise

Define

Ideate Test

Design Scale

1 3 5

2 4 6



Daily dashboard 
drop-in

Document top 
results here

Post-campaign 
analysis

Scale 
improvements

Weekly analysis 
review



Poll time!

How are you and your 
team feeling right now?
A. Our team has a plan in place. Feeling good! 🙂

B. We’ve got a plan, but I’m not sure if it’s the right one. 🤔

C. We don’t have a plan in place. Help! 😧



Innovation in the wild.
Interesting examples we found.

Chapter 3



Tourism industry

What can we learn?



Luxury hospitality brands in luxury destinations around the 
world and recently acquired by the Louis Vuitton Moet & 
Hennessy Group.

Their offerings:

• Luxury Hotels

• Luxury Trains

• Luxury Restaurants

• Safari

Belmond.



‘’Beginning of March all solus 
regional communications were 
put on hold.’’

Aligned with specific teams, PR marketing, destination 
venues and made a plan of action.  

Belmond Inspirations - encouraging audiences to stay at 
home. How? Partnering with with product experiences.

How did you pivot?



What channels are you now using?

Email and social driving organic traffic.

LinkedIn and Twitter without sponsored advertising.

Belmond invites you…

• Yoga, Flower arranging.

• Cooking from home.

• Musical concerts and more!

• No hard selling! Offerings are complimentary

• Engagement has increased!

‘’New Gift Card incentive launch, no expiry date & 
spend £500 get £100 back or £2000 receive £200.’’

New marketing tactics?



Belmond have launched AR functionality on their 
Instagram:

• Share your favourite memory campaign!

• Social followers have increased 

How are you innovating?



Belmond is implementing the following:

• Think of tomorrow campaign, launched for the UK 
audience, testing the engagement

• Staycation campaigns, targeting audiences who 
can travel within their country.

• Segmentation has shifted, speaking to locals about 
hotels in their regions.

• Ensuring campaigns are translated per region -
Italian, Portuguese, Russian etc.

• Moving with the times in an imaginative way 

What is next?



What sets them apart:

• Do more than people expect

• Be remembered for how we conduct ourselves

• Be nimble

• Pivot to where we think the world is going.

Airbnb.

“It feels like you’re in a house and it’s on fire, and you’ve 
got to put out the fire while you’re having to rebuild the 
house.”

– Brian Chesky



Going forward:

• Adapting to future travel

• Using Airbnb, data insights to inform the hosts on 
consumer behaviour

• Weekly zoom call between the CEO and all hosts to 
help them develop their new plan.

• Support available 24/7

Airbnb.

“May 2020, it is time to start looking ahead.”

– Brian Chesky



1. BrewDog Beer – BrewDog has transformed its 
distillery, to create FREE hand sanitiser to those in 
need as well as opening virtual Bars

2. Netflix – Netflix Party allows you to watch 
movies and TV shows with friends, wherever you 
are and also has group chat so you can react and 
discuss together.

3. 1Rebel Gyms – 1Rebel co-founder James 
Balfour has said that he believes the gyms have 
space for up to 400 beds for the NHS

4. Formlabs – 3D-printing companies making 
personal protective equipment like face shields, as 
well as nasal swabs to use for COVID-19 testing.

5. Dyson – Dyson Ventilator for UK NHS.

Top 5 business’s 
pivoting in response 
to Covid-19.

https://brewdog.com/
https://www.netflixparty.com/


Questions & Answers



Takeaways

Focus on the 
changing 
customer

Create a 
systematic 
approach

Innovate now 
for later

Test, learn 
& change



Key takeaways
If you remember anything, remember this

CHAPTER 4 



www.engagementfactory.com


